The Influence of Operation Platform on the Energy Consumption of Container Handling
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Abstract: Because container terminals are facing pressure to achieve carbon neutrality in China, saving energy has become an important objective of container terminals. This paper analyzed the movement path of containers between the quay crane and the yard, and found that paths in the vertical direction existed, requiring unnecessary energy consumption. To solve the unnecessary energy consumption problem, a completely new work mode called the high platform operation mode was proposed. In this new mode, a high platform is built above the yard and container trucks drive onto the high platform. By building an energy consumption model to compare the energy consumption of the traditional and new modes, we found that the new mode is able to save 1.478 kWh of electricity compared to the traditional mode when handling one container. A terminal company in Tianjin Port was taken as an example to examine and validate the efficiency of the proposed mode. The computational results indicate that the electricity saved in 12 years would be able to cover the cost of building the high platform, meaning that the new mode could reduce container terminals’ energy consumption and accelerate the achievement of carbon neutrality.
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1. Introduction

In order to realize the goals of the Paris Agreement on climate change, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has committed to a strategy to reduce international shipping emissions by at least 50% by 2050 compared to 2008 levels. As an important part of international shipping, emissions from ports are also significant. For this reason, the concept of “Green Ports” was established [1]. Green ports are those that favor healthy ecological environments and strive for a reasonable use of resources, low energy consumption and low pollution levels [2]. In this context, reducing energy consumption is an important way of building green ports.

In Section 2, a literature review on reducing energy consumption through quay crane scheduling, yard scheduling, truck scheduling and terminals layout is presented. These studies have one thing in common, which is that they are based on current modes of container handling operation. No scholars have studied changing the current mode to build new high platforms above container yards. In this new mode, containers are still stacked in the original yard, while trucks for loading and unloading ships and yard cranes are assigned to drive on the new platform.

The reason for proposing the building of these new high platforms is that we found unnecessary energy consumption with the use of existing paths in the vertical direction by analyzing the movement path of containers between the quay crane and the yard (Section 3). Therefore, in Section 4 we developed energy consumption models for the new mode and the traditional mode. To verify the validity of the new mode, we carried out a case study and analyzed the economic benefit. The results indicated that the new mode could result in...
a reduction in energy consumption compared to traditional mode, and that the electricity saved would be able to cover the cost of building the high platform (Section 5). The conclusions are drawn in Section 6, and further research directions are also proposed.

2. Literature Review

Reasonable container-handling operations can improve efficiency and reduce energy consumption during loading and unloading, which are operations that have great significance for energy saving. Numerous quantitative models of quay-crane scheduling, yard scheduling, truck scheduling and terminal layout have been proposed with the aim of reducing energy consumption [3–10].

Regarding the quay-crane scheduling aspect, Ref. [5] considered the coordinated scheduling of quay cranes, internal trucks and yard cranes with the objective of minimizing the total departure delay and transportation energy consumption, realizing an optimal trade-off between savings of time and energy. Ref. [11] studied the allocation and scheduling problem of a single ship-quay crane, and established an AGV queuing model with the goal of minimizing carbon dioxide emissions during unloading. Ref. [12] formulated a mixed integrated programming model to address quay-crane scheduling in an automated container terminal to achieve a trade-off between operation efficiency and energy consumption. Ref. [2] used two mixed-integer programming models to solve the integrated quay-crane assignment and scheduling problem while taking into consideration carbon-regulatory policies.

With respect to the yard scheduling aspect, Ref. [13] proposed a mixed-storage strategy in which outbound and inbound containers were stacked in the same bay, but in different rows. Ref. [14] evaluated the effect of a mixed-storage strategy, and designed stacking principles for mixed storage. Their study indicated that using a mixed-storage strategy could reduce the travel distance and the number of trucks. The Hong Kong port is already using mixed storage. Ref. [6] used a dual-cycle strategy to focus on a quay-crane and yard-truck scheduling problem in conjunction with a mixed-storage strategy. This strategy could significantly reduce empty trips and the number of reshuffling operations. Ref. [15] developed a dual model that was able to achieve the shortest total task completion time and the minimum total energy consumption in the traditional yard-crane scheduling problem with high efficiency and light environmental protection, and designed a comprehensive simulation-optimization method to solve this problem. Ref. [4] developed an integer-programming model to optimize the parameters in the container terminal yard-scheduling problem with the purpose of minimizing the total energy consumption of rubber-tired gantry cranes. In their research, they were able to reduce the movements of the yard cranes. Ref. [7] proposed a digital-twin-driven energy-efficient multi-crane scheduling and crane-number-selection approach. Their study was able to reduce energy consumption in transportation using multi-crane systems.

With respect to the truck-scheduling aspect, Ref. [16] put forward a dynamic allocation rule and path optimization model addressing the trailer routing problem at a maritime container terminal, and dynamic scheduling was able to shorten the driving distance of empty container trucks. Ref. [17] studied the integrated scheduling problem of crane handling and trucking with consideration of some of the unique characteristics of container terminals, in which yard trucks are shared among different ships, and designed a three-stage algorithm to obtain an overall solution that was not only able to improve equipment coordination, but was also able to improve the efficiency of the terminal. Ref. [18] addressed the truck-routing problem considering truck energy consumption and carbon emissions. They built a model with the goal of minimizing fixed costs, variable costs, and generated carbon emissions, and designed a multi-objective optimization algorithm based on simulated annealing and a multi-objective decision-support system based on the mobile cloud. Ref. [8] formulated a multi-objective optimization model to address integrated scheduling of yard cranes, external trucks, and internal trucks in a maritime container-terminal operation. In their
research, they were able to reduce both the total longitudinal distance of the yard cranes and the total waiting time of internal and external trucks.

With respect to the terminal-layout aspect, there are three main types of container terminals, i.e., parallel, perpendicular and U-shaped layout. The parallel layout is the typical terminal layout. Most studies are based on parallel layouts [19]. Several studies have focused on resolving layout-optimization problems under perpendicular layout, i.e., block length and width, to realize emission reduction and efficiency improvement [20–22]. Ref. [23] proposed a multi-equipment coordinated scheduling strategy of a U-shaped layout automated to reduce the overall operation energy. Refs. [24–26] studied equipment scheduling problems in U-shaped terminals to improve efficiency. Ref. [27] estimated the energy consumption and CO$_2$ emissions in container terminals according to their layouts and the results of the case study indicated that CO$_2$ emissions in parallel and perpendicular layouts were relatively similar. Ref. [28] conducted detailed simulation research on different types of layout designs to compare their terminal performance from efficiency, economic and environment perspectives. Their study indicated that U-type automated terminals have the lowest energy consumption and operation costs in most cases.

These studies were based on current modes of container handling operation. There have been no studies on changing the current mode by building new high platforms above container yards in order to reduce energy consumption. Therefore, we propose a new operation mode to achieve minimum energy consumption during container handling.

3. Problem Description

3.1. Work Scope and Process

The scope of container handling is a three-dimensional space, which extends to the whole yard with the quay-crane side as the horizontal boundary. In the vertical direction, the lower boundary is the yard ground, and the upper boundary is a certain height from which containers are ready to be lowered down to a container truck. This paper refers to this three-dimensional space as the workspace of container handling and takes imported containers as an example to introduce the handling process and corresponding energy consumption in the workspace.

3.2. Energy Consumption

Regarding the process of imported container handling, firstly, a quay crane hoists a container from the ship to a container truck; secondly, the container truck transports the container to the storage yard; thirdly, the yard crane stocks the container; finally, the empty container truck returns to the quay crane in preparation for loading the next container. During this process, the corresponding energy consumption consists of seven aspects: (1) the energy consumption of the quay crane when lowering the container vertically from the upper boundary of the workspace; (2) the energy consumption of the container truck when transporting the container from the quay crane to the yard crane; (3) the energy consumption of the yard crane when hoisting the container vertically from the truck to a certain height; (4) the energy consumption of the yard crane when moving the container horizontally for a certain distance; (5) the energy consumption of the yard crane when lowering the container vertically to the predetermined position in the yard; (6) the energy consumption of the empty container truck during the trip from the yard crane to the quay crane; (7) the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader and quay-crane spreader when returning to their original positions.

3.3. Existing Problems

By analyzing the change in location of an imported container, we determined that unnecessary energy consumption exists with respect to seven aspects. The container’s location changes five times in the workspace, as shown in Figure 1.
By analyzing the change in location of an imported container, we determined that

\[ X_1 + X_3 + X_5 \]

Therefore, the unnecessary repeated energy-consuming path is equal to \( X_3 + 2X_5 \). To reduce the unnecessary energy-consuming paths \( (X_3 + 2X_5) \), this paper proposes a new operation mode.

4. Theoretical Model

In this paper, the operation mode in which the container truck drives on the ground is defined as the traditional low-platform operation mode. \( l_1 \) represents the low platform (i.e., the ground). In the traditional low-platform operation mode, all of the quay cranes, yard cranes and trucks work on \( l_1 \). To change the traditional low-platform operation mode, this paper proposes a new high-platform operation mode. The built high platform is located over the container yard, and \( l_2 \) represents the high platform. In the new high-platform operation mode, all of the quay cranes, yard cranes and trucks are on \( l_2 \), while the container yard is still located on \( l_1 \). The area of \( l_2 \) located above the containers in the yard includes an open rectangle, so that the spreader of the yard crane is able to be lifted and lowered in order to handle containers through this open rectangle. To make a comparison of the energy consumption of container handling between the traditional mode and new mode, a model is built in this paper.

4.1. Assumptions of the Model

The model makes the following assumptions.

(1) The study is carried out under ideal conditions, so there is no friction or energy loss.
(2) All of the imported containers are 20 ft standard containers, and all of the quay cranes, yard cranes and trucks have the same dimensions.
(3) If a container needs to cross over another container by yard crane, the vertical distance between the bottom of the upper container and the top of the lower container can be no less than the fixed value \( d_1 \).

Figure 1. Movement of the imported container in the workspace.

\[ X_1 \] is the distance that the container moves vertically from a certain height to the container truck by quay crane. \( X_2 \) is the distance that the container moves horizontally from the quay crane to the yard crane by container truck. \( X_3 \) is the distance that the container moves vertically from the container truck to a certain height. \( X_4 \) is the distance that the container moves horizontally by yard crane. \( X_5 \) is the distance that the container moves vertically by yard crane. There are unnecessarily repeated energy-consuming paths, represented by \( X_1, X_3 \) and \( X_5 \). The effective movement distance of the container in the vertical direction is \( X_1 - X_5 \). However, it is a fact that the actual vertical movement distance of the container is \( X_1 + X_3 + X_5 \). Therefore, the unnecessary repeated energy-consuming path is equal to \( X_3 + 2X_5 \).
(4) If the spreader needs to cross over a container, the vertical distance between the spreader and the container can be zero.

4.2. Model Building

(1) Traditional low-platform operation mode

When handling imported containers in the workspace using the traditional low-platform operation mode, there are eight phases in a complete operational loop.

Phase 1: The spreader of the quay crane vertically lowers the container onto the container truck.

Phase 2: The container truck transports the container horizontally from the quay crane to the yard crane.

Phase 3: The spreader of the yard crane vertically hoists the container from the container truck to a certain height.

Phase 4: The spreader of the yard crane moves the container horizontally a certain distance.

Phase 5: The spreader of the yard crane vertically lowers the container to a predetermined position in the yard.

Phase 6: The spreader of the yard crane rises vertically to a certain height.

Phase 7: The spreader of the yard crane moves horizontally to a position above the truck.

Phase 8: The spreader of the yard crane is vertically lowered in preparation to hoist the next container.

After the completion of Phase 1 and Phase 2, the spreader of the quay crane and the container truck return to their original positions. These operations occur in parallel with other phases, so it is assumed that two separate operations occur during Phase 2 and Phase 3.

The movement of the container (C), the spreader of the quay crane (Q), the container truck (T) and the spreader of the yard crane (Y) in each phase are shown in the Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** The movement of the container (C), the spreader of the quay crane (Q), the container truck (T) and the spreader of the yard crane (Y) in each phase of the traditional low-platform operation mode.

The energy consumption $E$ required to complete $i$ operation loops when using the traditional low-platform operation mode is as follows:

$$ E = \sum_i (E_{P_1} + E_{P_2} + E_{P_3} + E_{P_4} + E_{P_5} + E_{P_6} + E_{P_7} + E_{P_8}). $$

(1)

$i$ represents the $i$-th container, and it also represents the $i$-th operation loop.

$E_{P_1}, \ldots, E_{P_8}$ are the values of energy consumption in the corresponding phases.
According to Figure 2:

\[
E = \sum_i \left( E_{Qi}^- + E_{Thi} + E_{QVi}^+ + E_{Yvi}^- + E_{Yhi} + E_{Yvi}^+ + E_{Yh}^- + E_{YiYv}^- \right). \tag{2}
\]

In the formula:

“+”, “−” represent the direction of motion—upward and downward, respectively;

- \(E_{Qi}^-\) represents the energy consumption of the quay-crane spreader when vertically hoisting container \(i\) in Phase 2;
- \(E_{Thi}\) represents the energy consumption of the container truck when horizontally transporting container \(i\) in Phase 2;
- \(E_{QVi}^+\) represents the energy consumption of the quay-crane spreader when being vertically lifted in the \(i\)-th operation loop in Phase 2;
- \(E_{Yvi}^-\) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when vertically hoisting container \(i\) in Phase 3;
- \(E_{Yhi}^+\) represents the energy consumption of container truck when horizontally driving in the \(i\)-th operation loop in Phase 3;
- \(E_{Yvi}^-\) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when moving container \(i\) horizontally in Phase 4;
- \(E_{Yvi}^+\) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when vertically lowering container \(i\) in Phase 5;
- \(E_{Yhi}^+\) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when being vertically lifted in the \(i\)-th operation loop in Phase 6;
- \(E_{Yhi}^-\) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when moving horizontally in the \(i\)-th operation loop in Phase 7;
- \(E_{YiYv}^-\) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when vertically lowering for handling next container in the \(i\)-th operation loop in Phase 8.

(2) New high-platform operation mode

A complete operational loop in new high-platform operation mode has eight phases.

Phase 1: The spreader of the quay crane vertically lowers the container onto the container truck.

Phase 2: The container truck transports the container horizontally from the quay crane to the yard crane.

Phase 3: The spreader of the yard crane hoists the container vertically from the container truck to a certain height.

Phase 4: The spreader of the yard crane moves the container horizontally a certain distance.

Phase 5: The spreader of the yard crane vertically lowers the container to the predetermined position in the yard.

Phase 6: The spreader of the yard crane vertically rises to a certain height.

Phase 7: The spreader of the yard crane horizontally moves to a position above the truck.

As in the traditional mode, it is assumed that the operation of the quay-crane spreader and the container truck returning to their original positions occur in Phase 2 and Phase 3.

Compared to the traditional model, the new mode has two differences. One is that there is no Phase 8. The other is that the certain height is a fixed value \(d_2\) for Phase 3, because the container moves down after Phase 3. The movements of the container (C), the spreader of the quay crane (Q), the container truck (T) and the spreader of the yard crane (Y) in each phase are shown in the Figure 3.
In the new mode, the energy consumption required to complete \( i \) operation loops is as follows:

\[
E^* = \sum_i \left( E_{P1} + E_{P2} + E_{P3} + E_{P4} + E_{P5} + E_{P6} + E_{P7} \right),
\]

(3)

\[
E = \sum_i \left( E_{Qvi}^+ + E_{Thi}^+ + E_{Yvi}^+ + E_{Yhi}^+ + E_{Yvi}^- + E_{Yhi}^- + E_{Yvi}^+ + E_{Yhi}^+ \right).
\]

(4)

In Equation (4):

- \( E^* \) represents the energy consumption required to complete \( i \) operation loops when using the new high-platform operation mode;
- \( E_{Qvi}^- \) represents the energy consumption of the quay-crane spreader when vertically lowering container \( i \) in Phase 2;
- \( E_{Thi}^+ \) represents the energy consumption of the container truck when horizontally transporting container \( i \) in Phase 2;
- \( E_{Qvi}^+ \) represents the energy consumption of the quay-crane spreader when being vertically lifted in the \( i \)-th operation loop in Phase 2;
- \( E_{Yvi}^+ \) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when vertically hoisting the container \( i \) in Phase 3;
- \( E_{Thi}^- \) represents the energy consumption of the container truck when horizontally driving in the \( i \)-th operation loop in Phase 3;
- \( E_{Yvi}^- \) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when moving container \( i \) horizontally in Phase 4;
- \( E_{Yvi}^+ \) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when vertically lowering container \( i \) in Phase 5;
- \( E_{Yvi}^- \) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when being vertically lifted in the \( i \)-th operation loop in Phase 6;
- \( E_{Yvi}^+ \) represents the energy consumption of the yard-crane spreader when moving horizontally in the \( i \)-th operation loop in Phase 7.

(3) Model of energy consumption difference

The model is as follows.

\[
\Delta E = E^* - E = \sum_i \left( \Delta E_{P1} + \Delta E_{P2} + \Delta E_{P3} + \Delta E_{P4} + \Delta E_{P5} + \Delta E_{P6} + \Delta E_{P7} - E_{P_k} \right),
\]

(5)

\[
\Delta E = \sum_i \left( \Delta E_{Qvi}^- + \Delta E_{Thi}^+ + \Delta E_{Yvi}^+ + \Delta E_{Yhi}^+ + \Delta E_{Yvi}^- + \Delta E_{Yhi}^- + \Delta E_{Yvi}^+ + \Delta E_{Yhi}^+ - E_{Yvi}^- \right).
\]

(6)

\( \Delta E \) is the difference in energy consumption between the new mode and the traditional mode.
5. Calculation and Analysis

5.1. Example Description

At present, containers are usually stacked in layers four to five deep in the container yard of an automatic terminal. In the example presented in this paper, the number of layers of containers in the yard is set to five, and there are 30 containers to handle. The quay crane unloads 30 containers from the same bay of the container ship and stores them in the same bay in the yard. The numbers provided for the containers in Figure 4 or Figure 5 represent their order of handling. Figures 4 and 5 present the layout of the containers and equipment in the traditional and new mode, respectively.

\[ \Delta E = E^* - E = \sum (\Delta E_P1 + \Delta E_P2 + \Delta E_P3 + \Delta E_P4 + \Delta E_P5 + \Delta E_P6 + \Delta E_P7) \]

Figure 4. Yard container layout in traditional low platform mode.

5.2. Model Calculation

According to Equation (6), the energy consumption includes energy in the vertical direction and in the horizontal direction. The energy consumption in the vertical direction can be calculated as follows.

\[ \Delta E_{Qvi}^- = (m_C + m_{QS}) \cdot g \cdot (h_{Qvi}^* - h_{Qvi}) \]
\[ \Delta E_{Qvi}^+ = m_{QS} \cdot g \cdot (h_{Qvi}^* - h_{Qvi}) \]
\[ \Delta E_{Yvi}^- = (m_C + m_{YS}) \cdot g \cdot (d_2 - h_{Yvi}^*) \]
\[ \Delta E_{Yvi}^+ = m_{YS} \cdot g \cdot (h_{Yvi}^* - h_{Yvi}) \]

Figure 5. Yard container layout in new high-platform mode.
$$E_{iYv}^- = m_{YS} \cdot g \cdot h_{iYv}^-,$$

$$h_{Qvi}^* = h_0^* - h_1^*,$$ (13)

$$h_{iQv} = h_0 - h_1.$$ (14)

In Equations (7)–(14):

$m_C$ represents the quality of the container, and the unit is kg;

$m_{QS}$ represents the quality of the quay-crane spreader, and the unit is kg;

$m_{YS}$ represents the quality of the yard-crane spreader, and the unit is kg;

$h_{Qvi}^*$ represents the vertical distance that the quay-crane spreader moves in the new mode in Phase 1, and the unit is m;

$h_{Qvi}$ represents the vertical distance that the quay-crane spreader moves in the traditional mode in Phase 1, and the unit is m;

$h_{iQv}^*$ represents the vertical distance that the quay-crane spreader moves in the new mode in Phase 3, and the unit is m;

$h_{Qvi}$ represents the vertical distance that the quay-crane spreader moves in the traditional mode in Phase 3, and the unit is m;

$h_{Yvi}^+$ represents the vertical distance that the yard-crane spreader moves in the new mode in Phase 5, and the unit is m;

$h_{Yvi}$ represents the vertical distance that the yard-crane spreader moves in the traditional mode in Phase 5, and the unit is m;

$h_{Yvi}^-$ represents the vertical distance that the yard-crane spreader moves in the new mode in Phase 8, and the unit is m;

$h_{Yvi}$ represents the vertical distance that the yard-crane spreader moves in the traditional mode in Phase 8, and the unit is m;

$h_{iYv}^*$ represents initial height of the quay-crane spreader in new mode and also represents the height of upper boundary of workspace, and the unit is m;

$h_{Yv}^+$ represents the vertical distance from $l_1$ to the upper layer of the container, when the container has been loaded onto the truck in the new mode, and the unit is m;

$h_{Yv}$ represents the vertical distance from $l_1$ to the upper layer of the container, when the container has been loaded onto the truck in the traditional mode, and the unit is m;

$g$ represents gravitational acceleration and is 9.8 m/s$^2$.

$l_1$ is set as the foundation, and the height is 0 m. $a$ represents the height of the container. $b$ represents the height of the container truck platform. As containers are stacked in layers five containers deep, the height of $l_2$ is set to 4a; then:

$$h_0^* = h_0 = 5a + b,$$ (15)

$$h_1^* = 5a + b,$$ (16)

$$h_1 = b.$$ (17)

For horizontal operation, because both the truck track and the spreader track are the same on $l_1$ and $l_2$, the energy consumption of the truck and the spreader will be the same between the two modes; therefore:

$$\Delta E_{Th}^* = \Delta E_{ITv}^* = 0,$$ (18)

$$\Delta E_{Yh}^* = \Delta E_{iYh}^* = 0.$$ (19)
Then, we have:

$$\Delta E = \sum_i \left[ (m_{\text{C}} + m_{\text{QS}}) g \cdot (-5a) + m_{\text{QS}} g \cdot (-5a) + (m_{\text{C}} + m_{\text{YS}}) g \cdot (h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{+} - h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{-}) \right]$$

$$+ (m_{\text{C}} + m_{\text{YS}}) g \cdot (h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{+} - h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{-}) + m_{\text{YS}} g \cdot (h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{+} - h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{-}) - m_{\text{YS}} g \cdot h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{-}].$$  \hfill (20)

Because the energy consumption required to move containers vertically to the same height is the same, 30 containers are divided into five groups (1–6, 7–12, 13–18, 19–24, 25–30). Therefore,

$$\Delta E = 6(\Delta E_1 + \Delta E_7 + \Delta E_{13} + \Delta E_{19} + \Delta E_{25}).$$  \hfill (21)

Table 1 shows the computational results of the relevant parameters in Equations (20) and (21).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters (i)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{+}$</td>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$d_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{V}_{yi}}^{-}$</td>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$a - b + d_1$</td>
<td>$2a - b + d_1$</td>
<td>$3a - b + d_1$</td>
<td>$4a - b + d_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{V}_{yi}}$</td>
<td>$4a + b + d_2$</td>
<td>$3a + b + d_2$</td>
<td>$2a + b + d_2$</td>
<td>$a + b + d_2$</td>
<td>$b + d_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{F}_{yi}}$</td>
<td>$B + d_2$</td>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>$d_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{F}_{yi}}^{+}$</td>
<td>$5a + b$</td>
<td>$4a + b$</td>
<td>$3a + b$</td>
<td>$2a + b$</td>
<td>$a + b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{F}_{yi}}^{-}$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\text{F}_{yi}}$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$a - b$</td>
<td>$2a - b$</td>
<td>$3a - b$</td>
<td>$4a - b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, taking Equation (20) and Table 1 in Equation (21), we have:

$$\Delta E = (-150a + 48b - 48d_1 + 48d_2) m_{\text{C}} g - 300a m_{\text{QS}} g + (30a + 96b - 48d_1 + 48d_2) m_{\text{YS}} g.$$  \hfill (22)

Table 2 presents the computational results of the relevant parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$d_1$</th>
<th>$d_2$</th>
<th>$m_{\text{C}}$</th>
<th>$m_{\text{QS}}$</th>
<th>$m_{\text{YS}}$</th>
<th>$g$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numerical value</td>
<td>2.59 m</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>0.3 m</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
<td>Heavy box: 20,000 kg</td>
<td>Empty box: 2000 kg</td>
<td>2000 kg</td>
<td>2000 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, we have:

$$\Delta E = -154,432,320 \text{ J}, \; m_{\text{C}} = 20,000,$$  \hfill (23)

$$\Delta E = -17,369,520 \text{ J}, \; m_{\text{C}} = 2000.$$  \hfill (24)

As shown in Equations (23) and (24), if all 30 containers are heavy containers, the energy consumption in the new mode is less than that in the traditional mode by 154,432,320 J (42.898 kWh); if all 30 containers are empty containers, the energy consumption in the new mode is less than that in the traditional mode by 17,369,520 J (4.825 kWh).

Tianjin Port in China is taken as an example. The container throughput of Tianjin Port was 20.27 million TEU in 2021, and the proportion of empty containers was 30%. According to the calculated weighted average, 29.9627 million kWh of electricity could be saved by using the new high-platform operation mode. On average, the new mode could save 1.478 kWh of electricity when handling one container.

5.3. Economic Benefit Estimation

We take Tianjin Port Alliance International Container Terminal Co., Ltd. as an example in order to estimate the economic benefit of the new mode. We assume that the terminal
builds the high platform. The new high platform consists of columns and platforms. The columns and platforms are constructed using steel-reinforced concrete. Figure 6 presents a diagram of the platform.

![Diagram of the high platform](image-url)

**Figure 6.** Diagram of the high platform.

Diagram of the high platform:
- \( v_p \) represents the volume of steel-reinforced concrete required to build the platform;
- \( v_c \) represents the volume of steel-reinforced concrete required to build the columns;
- \( l_p \) represents the length of the platform (main storage yard);
- \( w_p \) represents the width of the platform (main storage yard);
- \( t_p \) represents the thickness of the platform;
- \( n_h \) represents the number of horizontal roads on the platform;
- \( n_l \) represents the number of longitudinal roads on the platform;
- \( w_r \) represents the width of the road;
- \( l_r \) represents the total length of all roads, where \( l_r = l_p \cdot n_h + (w_p - n_h \cdot w_r) \cdot n_l \);
- \( r_c \) represents the radius of the column;
- \( h_c \) represents the height of the column, where \( h_c = 4a - l_p \);
- \( d_c \) represents the distance between two columns;
- \( n_c \) represents the number of columns, where \( n_c = \frac{l_r}{l_p} = \frac{l_p \cdot n_h + (w_p - n_h \cdot w_r) \cdot n_l}{d_c} \);
- \( C \) represents the cost of building the high platform;
- \( p \) represents the price per cubic meter of steel-reinforced concrete, which includes labor cost, material cost and installation cost.

Then, we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_p &= l_r \cdot w_r \cdot t_p = \left[l_p \cdot n_h + (w_p - n_h \cdot w_r) \cdot n_l \right] \cdot w_r \cdot t_p, \\
v_c &= \pi \cdot r_c^2 \cdot h_c \cdot n_c = \pi \cdot r_c^2 \cdot \left(4a - l_p\right) \cdot \frac{l_p \cdot n_h + (w_p - n_h \cdot w_r) \cdot n_l}{d_c}, \\
C &= (v_p + v_c) \cdot p.
\end{align*}
\]

The values of the relevant parameters are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( l_p )</th>
<th>( w_p )</th>
<th>( t_p )</th>
<th>( n_h )</th>
<th>( n_l )</th>
<th>( w_r )</th>
<th>( r_c )</th>
<th>( d_c )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numerical value</td>
<td>1000 m</td>
<td>390 m</td>
<td>0.6 m</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8 m</td>
<td>0.4 m</td>
<td>4 m</td>
<td>2.59 m</td>
<td>USD 104.167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, we have:

\( C = \text{USD 7.19 million}. \)
The container throughput of Tianjin Port Alliance International Container Terminal was 2.9 million TEU in 2021; therefore, the energy consumption of the terminal can be reduced by 4.2862 million kWh with the use of the new high-platform operation mode. The price per kWh of electricity is USD 0.1417 in China, so the terminal could save USD 0.5953 million in one year. It would take 12.08 years to recoup costs. The terminal-operation cycle is more than 30 years, so there are economic benefits to building the new platform, especially for busy ports.

6. Conclusions

Since container terminals in China are facing pressure to achieve carbon neutrality and to cap carbon emissions, saving energy has become an important objective of container terminals. In this paper, we propose an innovative new high-platform operation mode to reduce energy consumption. The major contributions of this paper with respect to other research are as follows:

(1) We analyze the movement path of containers between the quay carne and the yard, and find that there are unnecessary energy-consuming paths in the vertical direction. As calculated in Section 3.3, the length of unnecessary energy-consuming paths is equal to $X_3 + 2X_5$.

(2) To reduce the burden of unnecessary energy-consuming paths, we propose a new high-platform operation mode, where container trucks drive onto a high platform. By developing a model of energy consumption, we calculate that the new mode will be able to save 1.478 kWh of electricity compared to the traditional mode when handling a single container.

(3) A terminal company in Tianjin Port is taken as an example to perform an economic benefit analysis. The results indicate that the electricity saved over about 12 years will be able to cover the cost of building the high platform.

There are some possibilities for further research. Firstly, further research and calculations are required with respect to the construction and cost of the platform. Secondly, as different terminals berth vessels that are different in both size and number, the optimal platform height requires further research in order to adapt it to the characteristics of different ports. Thirdly, not all ports are suitable for building high platforms, so the criteria for building new platforms need to be worked out.
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